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Good Food

Learn more about the world
through cross-curricular topics
that challenge learners and
deepen their understanding
of the world in English.

Look and check.
They have
flowers.

Communicate more with Explore Our World, Second Edition,
a best-selling seven-level series for young learners of English.

apples.

Southwark Bridge,
London, England

bananas.
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Help learners communicate more
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meaningful thinking and sharing.
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GRAMMAR 2

Listen and say. TR: 8.1
Listen. Point and say. TR: 8.2

SONG

a penguin
a panda

Unit 7, Lesson Planner...................................................................30

a zebra

a lion

Does a tiger have sharp claws?

Yes, it does.

Does a tiger have a trunk?

No, it doesn’t.

Do tigers have sharp claws?

Yes, they do.

Do tigers have trunks?

No, they don’t.

1

LEVEL 5
Scope and Sequence.................................................................48

Unit 8

swing

hop

3

sharp teeth

colorful
feathers

long trunk

GRAMMAR 2

giraffe
lion

climb

fly

hop

jump

run

swim

swing

walk

This animal can
hop. What is it?

2

ISBN Listing..............................................................................60

person

people

child

children

1

Do giraffes have
short necks?

East African river
hippopotamus
mother and calf

No, they don’t. They
have long necks.

87
90 Unit 8

Awesome Animals

1

Some people
don’t to
likebe
the a
circus.
I want
monkey

in a tree!
fly high up in the sky!
I want to be a monkey in a tree!
And I want to fly high up in the sky!

Most children
the circus.
Andlike
I want
to

Read and write.
1. The

are smiling at the teacher. (student)

2. The

are laughing at the puppet. (child)

3. Some
(person)

are worried about the time.

4. My
(parent)

are angry about my messy room.
and

5. Most
(boy/girl)

How are you?
How do you feel?
How are you?
Tell me, please. How do you feel?

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

zebra

11
2 Listen and say.

like sports.

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 7.8

Feelings

Our parents are taking us to the circus.

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back of the book.
Play with a partner.

It’s a kangaroo!

86 Unit 8

parents

parent

Unit 1, Wonders of the Sea.........................................................50
a tiger

SONG

Regular and irregular plurals TR: 7.7

parrot

Ask and answer. Use these
words. Work with a partner.

a hippo

long neck

elephant

Awesome
Animals
a kangaroo

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 8.7

Read and check. Then listen and compare your
answers. TR: 8.6
big ears

a giraffe

1

Simple present: Yes / No questions with have and short answers TR: 8.5

It’s OKTR:
to8.8be happy,
or sometimes to feel sad.
It’s OK to be silly,
or sometimes to feel mad.

1. zebra

sheep

2. teeth

tree

3. jeans

tea
91

2

Play a game. Cut out the cards in the back
of the book. Play with a partner.
THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH
These children are sad.

Look and check.
This animal is a This animal can
fish.

swim.

hippo.

climb.

elephant.

fly.

11
2 Listen and say.
1. tired

84

TR: 7.9

tired
That’s right. My turn.

surprised

2. night

kite

3. bike

rice

85

80 Unit 7

81

VOCABULARY 1

Explore Our World truly brings the world

1

Listen and say. TR: 4.1

2

Listen, point, and say. TR: 4.2

into the classroom and improves learning
outcomes, motivating learners to use
English to show the world what they

play a game

ride a bike

play soccer

play baseball

fly a kite

3

can do — and achieve more.
For audio, video, Student’s Book, Workbook, and Lesson Planner samples,
please visit: ELTNGL.com/ExploreOurWorld

play basketball

Point. Ask and answer.
Work with a partner.

What are
they doing?
They’re
jumping rope.

jump rope
44 Unit 4

1
45

VOCABULARY 1

LEARN
YOUR
WORLD

1

Listen and read. TR: 2.1

2

Listen and repeat. TR: 2.2

Inventors need imagination. Before the eraser,
people used bread to erase writing! In 1839
Charles Goodyear had an idea. He invented
the modern eraser.

Inventions are everywhere. Look around you.
What inventions can you see?

Five thousand years ago, people had a problem.
They couldn’t move big or heavy things! Then
someone found the solution—the wheel.
It changed our lives.

Vocabulary 1

The Wright brothers tried
to fly many times, but they
failed. Finally, in 1903,
they succeeded. Now that
we have planes, our world
is very different.

Imagine your life without electric lights. Before
electricity, we didn’t have useful things such as
batteries, computers, and cell phones.

Target vocabulary is presented in meaningful contexts
to help students build fluency and confidence to
discuss relevant real-world topics.

3

Work with a partner. What did you learn?
Ask and answer.

When did the Wright
brothers fly a plane?

a wheel
They flew a
plane in 1903.

GRAMMAR 1

VOCABULARY 2

1

Used to for past habits TR: 2.3
People used to erase writing with bread.
Why did people use to read by
candlelight?

1

didn’t

use to

(make) phone calls when you were

B: “Yes, I did. But I

(not / have) a cell phone.”

A: “Really? So how

you

B: “When I was young, we
We

to use English, including surprising photography, meaningful stories and

2

used to

A: “
you
a kid, Dad?”

hoop
turn

lift

move

use

Grammar 1/Vocabulary 2

put

Target grammar is presented and practiced in context,

(text) your friends?”
(not / text) our friends.

with natural examples of real-world language and

The hula hoop is an old invention, but it’s very popular today.
It’s fun and it’s good exercise!
1. How do you
Follow these instructions.

Play tic tac toe. Cut out the game board in the back of the book.
Talk about inventions.

That’s right! Mark a square
with an X. My turn.

readings, immersive video, and incredible National Geographic Explorers.

a hula hoop? It’s easy.

2.

the hula hoop on the ground. Stand in the middle.

3.

the hoop to your waist.

4.

your waist in a circle. Don’t hold the hoop!

5. The hoop

2

language skills.

around and around. Can you feel it?

2

3

4

• 8 units

• 8 units

• 6 lessons per unit

• 10 lessons per unit

with sticker activities.

21

Grammar 2

GRAMMAR 2

SONG

You for general statements TR: 2.7
You need to have imagination
to invent things.
What do you do with this invention?

Additional target grammar is presented with
communicative games.

Levels 1-6

Additional thematic vocabulary is presented

5

20 Unit 2

exposure and extensive skills and literacies practice.

Starter

opportunities for real communication using all four

Listen and stick. Put the stickers in order. Then tell your partner how
to use this toy. Use the stickers to help you remember! TR: 2.6

1

listening, speaking and pronunciation skills and activities, lots of cross-curricular

19

waist

(write) letters.”

Before we had electric lights, we
used to use candles to read at night.

Explore Our World is perfect for the communicative classroom, with a focus on

18 Unit 2

Listen and repeat. TR: 2.4
Complete. Then listen and check your answers. TR: 2.5

Read. Complete the sentences. Use words from the box. Then role
play the conversation with a partner.
did

Experience more of the real world with content that motivates learners

We didn’t use to have erasers.
They didn’t use to have
electric lights.

1

Play a game. Work with a partner.
Ask questions about the inventions
you see. Take turns.

Song with The Sounds of English

1

Heads = 1 space

Creativity!
Electricity!
Creativity changes the world!
Inventions solve problems.
Problems that we used to have are gone!
The wheel and the cell phone
help to make our world go around!

Tails= 2 spaces

What’s this?

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

It’s an umbrella.

Original songs support the unit theme, model

2

You put it over your head
when it’s raining.

Lion lights.
Nairobi, Kenya

Listen to the underlined sounds.
Say the words.
1. year

you

2. yellow

use

3. useful

used to

22 Unit 2

The Sounds of English presents and practices key

23

English sounds for phonemic awarenes

1

MISSION

Listen and read. TR: 2.10

YOUNG and Creative
Did you know that a teenager had the first idea for a television? And
that a six-year-old boy invented the toy truck? Kids are great inventors
because they have a lot of imagination.

Unit 2

Good Idea!

Look and answer.

Use your imagination and
creativity to solve problems.

2. What are they doing?
3. What are they wearing?
4. Write a caption for this photo.

Value/Mission
In levels 1-3, Think. Pair. Share.

2018: At the age of 19, Angad Daryani invented a solution to
the problem of air pollution in cities. Three million people die each
year from asthma caused by polluted air. Angad’s invention is an air
pollution cleaning tower that is 6.1 meters (20 ft.) high. The tower sucks
in air and takes out the particles of dust and carbon. The particles are
collected and can even be reused. Angad’s dream is to build thousands
of the towers and improve the quality of air in cities.

1. Where are these people?

The Sheep View project equipped
sheep with solar-powered 360-degree
cameras. The Faroe Islands are now part
of street-view maps online.

unit goals and a goal-setting

1824: Louis Braille had an accident when he was three. The accident
left him blind. At that time, it was hard for blind children to read. They
had to touch raised letters. But it was easy to confuse a Q with an O, an
R with a B, and so on. When he was 15, Louis invented an alphabet that
used raised dots. The Braille alphabet was a big success!

activity, are introduced through

2

stimulating photos that encourage

Why?

The Popsicle!

Because I love eating them!

In levels 4-6, the routine helps
Think. Pair. Share.

students consider the missions of

• What are some typical problems in your daily life?
• Can you solve any of them with an invention?
Note any useful or fun ideas.

Give your opinion. Work with a partner.

Which invention was
the most useful?

Diane Bisson, a Canadian industrial

National Geographic Explorers

• Which inventions does everyone like best?
Discuss as a class.

and discuss and share their

designer, invented plates and bowls
that you can eat!

Space projection helmets,
Washington, DC , USA

In science, it’s always a long train of ideas. Many succeed, but in between
“you
often fail . . . Science is entirely based on curiosity.
”

Aydogan Ozcan, Electrical Engineer, National Geographic Explorer

24 Unit 2

16

routines help students consider
universally-recognized values.

1905: When Frank Epperson was 11, he left a cup filled with soda
and a stick in his yard. That night he forgot about it. It was a very cold
night. When he went outside the next morning, he found something
amazing: a “Popsicle”!

Cross-curricular topics, with

speaking and discussion.

How do you use it?

target vocabulary and grammar.

READING

Unit Opener

TR: 2.9

yes

natural rhythm and intonation, and incorporate

UNIT
CLOSE UP

Inventions

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 2.8

You should always try again
if you fail.
Do you play with it?

thoughts with classmates.

25

17

Reading
Meaningful, relevant real-world Readings, with infographics, Weird But True

2

facts, and graphic organizers, develop language through cross-curricular topics
such as science, nature, history, art, culture, music, and sports.

3

EXPERIENCE MORE,
LEARN MORE

Possessive adjectives

Possessive adjectives
I
You
He
She

2

Real World, Real Knowledge

My

have
black

hair.

has

Your

hair

His

is

black.

My hair is brown.

Your eyes are brown.

His hair is brown.

Her eyes are brown.

Look and listen. Write the
number in the box. TR: 7.5

1

Her

Would
like TR: 5.5and
1 Listen

TR: 7.4

1

1. My nose is small.

Your nose is small.

C: I

some chicken and rice, please.

2. My eyes are green.

Her eyes are green.

3. Your hands are small.

His hands are small.

4. His mouth is red.

Her mouth is red.

D: I usually order pie, but today, I
ice cream.

run

Play a game. Play with a partner.
Make sentences. Take turns.

1. This is

2

sister.

hair is black.

3

Pumpkin, lettuce, p
Something’s growi
Pumpkin, lettuce, p
Something’s growi

Working in the gar
Working in the sun
Working in the gar

some

Heads:
Move
1 space.

Tails:
Move
2 spaces.

Point and say. Work with a partner.
THREE
TIMES

EVERY
DAY

Say and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 7.7

mouth is small.
2. This is

TWICE

grandfather.

Number 1.
He can jump.

ON
MONDAY

THE SOUNDS OF ENG
banana

feet are big.
ON
SATURDAY

1
78 Unit 7

55

Unit 3

That’s Really
Interesting!

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 55

A curious polar bear investigating a
photographer’s camera, Svalbard, Norway

Yes, he can
jump. My turn.

2

ONCE

3

4

I’d like some onions in my soup, please.

11
2 Listen and say.

Finish

hair is white.
nose is big.

I eat soup for lunch every day.

5

1. about

aroun

2. tomato

potato

3. children

chicke

79

56 Unit 5

30/09/2019 18:35

Grammar, In-Depth and In-Context
1

Ground grammar in reality with natural examples of real-world language, lots of practice and presentation,

MISSION

READING

Wonders
of the Sea

walk

Look and read. Write. Use my, her, and his.

legs are short.

Someth

strong arms

would you like

some pumpkin soup and bread.

2

Listen, read, and sin

long hair

to order today?
B: I

world exposure and cross-curricular knowledge.

Unit 1

Read. Complete the dialogue.
jump
A: Welcome
to Mario’s Café. What

My eyes are red.

1

I’d like a bowl of vegetable soup.

Listen and read. Circle. TR: 7.1

More real-world content, readings, and photos in every
unit means your students will gain even more authentic

SONG

say. TR: 7.6

What would you like for lunch?

Start

1

GRAMMAR
2
VOCABULARY
2

GRAMMAR 1

GRAMMAR 1

Appreciate local food.

Listen and read. TR: 5.8

THE FARMS OF THE FUTURE ARE HERE

and expanded grammar charts in the Workbooks, Grammar Books, and Classroom Presentation Tools.
Jalapeño peppers

In an indoor farm in Miyagi, Japan, farmers grow 10,000 heads of
lettuce a day! What’s even more surprising is that they grow it in a
building smaller than half a soccer field.
On this farm, farmers grow lettuce on shelves. Special LED lights
help the plants grow faster. Indoor farms use less water, too.
On outdoor lettuce farms, there’s a lot of waste. Farmers often have
to throw away more than 30 percent of the lettuce because the plants
are damaged or don’t look good. On this indoor farm, they throw away
less than 3 percent.

Look and check.
Who is taking the photo?
a photographer

Read and check. Two statements
are true and one is false. Check T for True
and F for False.
1. The seal is underwater.

T

F

2. The seal is behind the seaweed.

T

F

3. Seaweed grows in the ocean.

T

F

2,300 m2

INDOOR

a hiker

2

a polar bear
Write a caption for this photo.

Discuss. Work with a partner.
What are the advantages and
disadvantages of growing
food indoors?

Farm Facts

10,000
LETTUCE
GROWS

4. Write a caption for this photo.

(25,000 sq ft.)

It only uses 1% of the
water an outdoor farm uses.

17,500
LED LIGHTS

HEADS OF
LETTUCE A DAY

Think. Pair. Share.
• What local foods can you buy?
• Why is it important to
appreciate local food?

2.5x

2.5x FASTER THAN ON AN OUTDOOR FARM.

26

Read More, Know More

27

A harbor seal, California, USA

The plants grow
faster indoors.

Reading lessons and Unit Readers mean more

Yes, but they use LED
lights instead of sunlight.

“Learning how to grow jalapeños changed my life.”
Miyagi, Japan

6

7

58 Unit 5

Juan Martinez, Environmentalist, National Geographic Explorer
59

opportunities for reading practice, more exposure
to real people and places, and more story-telling fun.

This woman is a doctor!

There are so many different jobs.
These jobs are just a few.
Someday when you grow up,
what do you want to do?

She listens to your heart.
A nurse often helps her.
She’s really very smart.

10

11

READING

READING
1

VALUE

Listen and read. TR: 4.12

READING

Watch and Learn

1

Many children eat lunch at school.
Some bring their lunch from home. Others
eat food that the school makes for them.
Schools in different countries make
different kinds of lunches.

mean more opportunities
to extend lesson content,
support different learning

2

Listen and read. Look. Circle.

TR: 4.13

T

F

1. Some houses are on the water.

yes

no

2. In Brazil, children eat soup for lunch.

T

F

2. Most houses have a kitchen.

yes

no

3. In Brazil, many children eat rice
and beans.

T

F

3. Most houses are the same.

yes

no

I have yogurt
for breakfast.

in the world eat rice.

92 Unit 8

1.5 m
(5 ft.)

Think. Pair. Share.

40 Unit 3

giraffes

Be kind and gentle.

Like the cassowary, the
ostrich can run really fast,
but it can’t fly. And yes, it
can kick hard, too!

2.75 m
(9 ft.)

A male ostrich can
roar like a lion.

kangaroos

tigers

zebras

Bifengxia Giant Panda
Breeding and Research Ce
Sichuan Province, China

Zebras live
in Africa.

92 Unit 851

That’s why the people at
the Trust take care of them.

93

The ostrich is big and
strong. It can live to be 50
years old. It lives in Africa.

2 Talk about the animals. Work with a partner.

Talk about the reading. Work with
a partner.

The baby elephants
need help.

Ostrich

How can we take care
of others?

People at the Trust take care of the baby.
They are like its new family. After a few weeks,
the baby starts to play and make friends with
other elephants. The people know it is ready to
return to the wild and live with other elephants!

2

VALUE

Respect
animals

hard!

Sometimes baby animals don’t have parents.
The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust helps elephants
in Kenya, in Africa. When a baby elephant doesn’t
Kerala, India
have a mother, people at the Trust find the baby
and feed it and protect it.

1. In Japan, children help clean the
classroom together after lunch.

Every day, half the people

Take care
of others.

• Why is it important
to think about what
you eat?
• Why should you
eat food that’s good
for you?

Rothschild’s giraffes,
Woburn Safari Park,
England

Read. Check T for True and F
for False.

Talk about what people eat. What
do you eat? Work with a partner.

be 60 years old. It lives

Think. Pair. Share.
in Papua New Guinea
and Australia.
Are you neat?
The cassowary can
Do you clean your
run
really fast, but it can’t
room at home?
Sometimes
others
need
fly. Watch
out!
An angry
cassowary
can kick really
your help.
Be caring.

Caring for
Baby Elephants

I do, too!
50 Unit 4

3

Listen and read. TR: 3.8

Think. Pair. Share.

a houseboat

into the classroom.

4

1

Brazil

In Brazil, children may eat rice and
beans, salad, and cooked vegetables or meat
for lunch. Sometimes they eat fruit as well.

2

The cassowary is big

VALUE
and strong. It can live to

Eat food that’s
good for you.

In Japan, children usually eat lunch
in their classroom. They eat soup, rice or
noodles, fish, and vegetables. They drink
milk, too. After lunch, the children work
together to clean the classroom.

Cassowary

READING

Think
about what
you eat.

What’s for Lunch?

Short videos for every lesson

styles, and bring the world

Listen and read. TR: 8.9

Two Big Birds

Listen and
read. TR: 8.9

Clean your room.

Most houses have a kitchen,
a living room, and bedrooms
inside. The outside of houses
VALUE
can be very different.

Japan

1

Be neat.

Houses Are Different

Adult and baby
macaque, Japan

41

5

COMMUNICATE MORE, ACHIEVE MORE

TEACH MORE EFFECTIVELY
I N - CL AS S A N D AT- H O M E SU PP O RT

READING

MISSION

Think. Pair. Share.
1

Appreciate the past.

Listen and read. TR: 6.8

The World
in the
End-of-unit
lessons
present
Palm of Your Hand
universally-recognized

candlestick phone

READING

Think. Pair. Share.

1

The rotary telephone came next. People dialed the number by
spinning the dial on the phone.

values and the globallyrelevant missions of

National Geographic

Today, mobile phones are very different. Now we have
smartphones. They have a large touchscreen, so you can control
the phone with just your finger. Smartphones are very popular.
Now just about everyone enjoys them!

2

Ask and answer. Work with a partner.
Talk about smartphones.

teaching routines that

Think. Pair. Share.

Easter Island, Chile

How can we take care
of others?

Sometimes baby animals don’t have parents.
The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust helps elephants
in Kenya, in Africa. When a baby elephant doesn’t
have a mother, people at the Trust find the baby
and feed it and protect it.

portable phone

1. Are smartphones now just for grown-ups or for
children, too?
2. Do you have a favorite app? When and how do you use it?

Sometimes others need
your help. Be caring.

Caring for
Baby Elephants

push-button phone

Explorers, with consistent
‘Think. Pair. Share.’

Take care
of others.

• Why is it important to appreciate
the past?

rotary phone

Later, people used a new kind of phone that had buttons instead
of a dial. It was much faster to dial numbers.
Then came the portable, or mobile, phone. The first mobile
phone was very heavy! It weighed over 1 kilogram (about 2 lb.).
The battery only lasted about 30 minutes and took ten hours
to charge.

VALUE

Listen and read. TR: 3.8
• How can you find out more
about the past? What places can
you visit? Who can you talk to?

One of the first telephones was the “candlestick.” It had a
mouthpiece and a separate speaker.

People at the Trust take care of the baby.
They are like its new family. After a few weeks,
the baby starts to play and make friends with
other elephants. The people know it is ready to
return to the wild and live with other elephants!

smartphone

3. Do you think people use smartphones too much?
Why or why not?

help students discuss and

“The past is a source of knowledge, and the future
”

a source
of hope.
Talk about theisreading.
Work
with Love of the past implies faith
in the future.
a partner.

2

More than 4 billion people

own mobile phones, but only
3.5 billion use a toothbrush.

Stephen Ambrose (1936−2002), Historian, National Geographic Explorer

share their thoughts
68 Unit 6

69
The baby elephants
need help.

and opinions.

40 Unit 3

41

Trace and match.

Trace and match.

Bb

Sound It Out
Introduce the sounds and

Cc

letters of English and explore
sound /spelling relationships

Unit 4

GRAMMAR 2

3.

of English activities and

2.

apple
4.

5.

I can walk.
Can you run?

3

1

No

2. Yes

3.

Yes

No

4.

Yes

7
No

2.

3.

desk

8

elephant

shelf

/ɛ/
Sounds of English

©2020 Cengage Learning, Inc.

Do you hear e? Listen and circle Yes or No. TR: 78
Yes

No

2.

Yes

No

3.

Yes

No

4.

Yes

No

Do you hear a or e? Listen and write a or e. TR: 79
1.

2.

Keep students engaged with

Enrich your lessons with interactive

lots of games for practice,

Student’s Book, Workbook, and

workbook activities for assessment

Grammar Workbook pages with

prep, and audio and video resources.

embedded audio, video, and

learn.ELTNGL.com

activities and lots of games.

Learning Management System

Professional Development Site

Manage your classroom and track

Improve your teaching and get the

students’ Online Practice progress

most out of Explore Our World with free

with assignment creation, messaging,

professional development videos and

progress reporting, and online

downloadable teacher training materials

Classroom Presentation Tool access.

tackling the needs and challenges of the

learn.ELTNGL.com

young learner teacher.

6/18/16 7:18 PM

Trace and say.

1.

Do you hear the word with a one or two times?
Listen and circle 1 or 2. TR: 75
1.

5.
5

My body, my body!
It’s fun to move my body!
My body, my body!
Can you dance with me?

6

No

4.

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 7.10

bed

lamp

Classroom Presentation Tool

ten

My Body

Yes, I can. I have strong legs!

Do you hear a? Listen and circle Yes or No. TR: 74
Yes

egg

SONG
3.

dog

bag

2.

4 Ee

Trace and say.

1.

4

1.

Play a game. Cut out the pictures in the back of
the book. Glue. Listen and play. TR: 7.9

1

Listen. Then listen and repeat. TR: 76 and 77

02/08/2019 20:53

2

5

She can jump.

pan

81300_ch01_ptg01_hr_001-032.indd 4-5

cat

cap

Ability with can TR: 7.8

4

3

Listen. Then listen and repeat. TR: 72 and 73

1

Dd Aa

Books, and The Sounds

2

book

1.

with the ABC Book, Phonics

1

apple

9780357040423_021-040_SOECard.indd 28

Aa

flashcards.

Adult and baby
macaque, Japan

That’s why the people at
the Trust take care of them.

3.

28

4.

4.
THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

TR: 7.11

hair

12 Write.
2
2 pictures. Write
1
2 yes or no. 1
Look 1at the
32

n ck

2

b t

1. Can the boy run?
2. Can the girl jump?

w b

11
2 Listen and say.

Yavi Chico, Argentina

OWP_1_SE_81157_032-037_U04_CR.indd 32-33

3. Can the mother cook?

1. hair

head

2. hand

hat

3. his

her

80 Unit 7

Prepare, Assess, Progress

Name: ______________________
____ 30. It’s a pen.

Write T for True or F for False.

Read and choose.

____ 29. I have to water the garden three times a week.

Name: ______________________

Class: _________________

Date: _________

ID: A

Our World 1
1. Look. Listen. Write the letter. TR: 1.1

quizzes, mastery tests, final exams, and a

Listen and number in order. TR: PL3
30. Listen and number.

The children are in the classroom. There are three girls and one boy. The teacher is talking to
one of the students. In the classroom, there is a big white board, four desks, and four chairs.
____ 31. The children are in the _______.
a. board
b. picture

c.

classroom

____ 32. How many girls?
a. one

b.

two

c.

three

____ 33. The teacher is _______.
a. talking to a student

b.

writing on the board

c.

reading to the students

____ 34. How many boards?
a. one

b.

two

c.

three

____ 35. How many boys?
a. one

b.

three

c.

four

Listen. Write T for True or F for False. TR: 1.2

6

8/11/16 3:43 PM

ID: A

prepare for exams with customizable unit

ExamView Assessment Suite.

33

81

Help students show what they’ve learned and

placement test, available through the online

p n

____

Example: D
1) ____
2) ____
3) ____
4) ____
5) ____
6) ____

____

Complete.
is

is

isn’t

it

it’s
____

2.

What _______ it?

____ 36. I have my eraser.

It’s a computer.
7

1

ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

7

ONE SERIES,
TWO OPTIONS

Choose the experience that’s best
for your classroom with Our World’s
two-strand curriculum.

THE BIG PICTURE
MATERIALS FOR EVERY CL ASSROOM
For Learners:
Student’s Book
Student’s eBook

Pre-A1– B1 | Up to 6 hours/week
7 Levels | American and British English

Perfect for the content-rich classroom, with more content, longer units,
a balanced, four-skills curriculum, and lots of project work.

Workbook
Combo Split
Grammar Workbook
Phonics Book

Units

Vocabulary

Reading

Nine,
16-page units
per level

Up to 24
words per unit

Longer readings;
Extended Reading
lessons

Writing

Phonics

Projects

Online Practice Platform

Writing lessons in
Student’s Book

Phonics Books

Projects in
every unit

Online Student Resources

available

ABC Book
Readers

For Teachers:
Lesson Planner with
Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD
Classroom Presentation Tool
Pre-A1– A2 | Up to 3 hours/week
7 Levels | American English

Perfect for the communicative classroom, with shorter
units and a focus on listening, speaking, and pronunciation.

ExamView Assessment Suite
Flashcards with
The Sounds of English
Posters

Units

Vocabulary

Reading

Eight,
10-page units
per level

Up to 17
words per unit

Shorter
readings

Writing

Phonics

Projects

Writing instruction and
practice in Workbooks

Sounds of English
in Song lesson;
Phonics Books
available

Projects available
online

Big Books
Phonics Teacher’s Guide
with Audio CDs
Learning Management System
for Online Practice
Online Teacher Resources
For the ISBN list see page 60

8

For sample pages and more information about
Our World, visit ELTNGL.com/OurWorld
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Scope and Sequence

UNIT10 1

2

Welcome to
My Classroom
My Classroom
Our World!p. 12 p. 12

My World
My World
p. 22

2
p. 22

3

3

My Family
My Family
p. 32

p. 32

4

4

5

My House
My House
p. 42

5

Cool Clothes
Cool Clothes

p. 42

p. 54

6

6

7

My Toys
My Toys

p. 54

p. 64

p. 64

7

My Body
My Body
p. 74

p. 74

8 8
Good Food
Good Food
p. 84

p. 84

p. 6
Social and Instructional Language Arts,
Language
Social Studies
Language
Social Studies
Social and Instructional
SocialArts,
Studies
Language Arts,
SocialArts,
Studies
Social and Instructional
ContentSocial
AreAand Instructional
Content AreA
Language,Arts
Language Arts
Language,Arts
Language Arts
Language, Language
Language, Language
ConneCtIon
ConneCtIon

GoALS
SC: 1

Language
Social Studies
and Instructional
Language Arts,
SocialArts,
Studies
Social and Social
Instructional
Language Arts
Language, Language,
Language Arts

in a things
house in a house
members
• name things
in nature
• name things
in thethings
classroom
talk about
• name
family members • talk about• things
• name
things in nature • name family
• name
in the classroom
• say where• things
are things are
members
things
• talk about•things
in thethings in the • talk about•natural
say where
talk about
family members
talk about
natural things• talk about• family
talk about
GoALS
classroom classroom
• talk about• actions
• use numbers
tonumbers
talk about
• ask where•things
are things are
talk about actions
• use
to talk about
ask where
SC:the
1
my family my family
• say
color
and
• say
thenumber
color and number
of things of things

• name parts
of the
body
• talk about• talk
toysabout toys
• talk about• talk
clothes
• name food
• name
parts
of the body • name food
about clothes
• talk about
things
we things
like andwe like and
• talk about
parts
of the
body
• talk about• talk
things
people
want
• talk about• talk
the colors
• talk
about
• talk
about
parts
of the body
about
things
people want
about of
theclothes
colors of clothes
eat like to eat
don’t
things
we things
can do we can do don’t like to
• talk about• talk
owning
things
• say what •people
arepeople
wearingare wearing
• talk
about
about
owning things • talk about
say what
• talk about
my favorite
• talk
about myfood
favorite food

brother, father,
grandfather,
room,
bird, butterfly,
river,
rock, sky,
clock, computer,
map,crayon, map,
brother,
father, grandfather,bathroom, bedroom,
bathroom,dining
bedroom,
dining room,
bird,
butterfly,
river, rock, sky,
clock,crayon,
computer,
grandmother,
mother, parents,
kitchen, lamp,
livinglamp,
room,living
sofa room, sofa
sun, tree sun, tree
paper, pen, pencil
grandmother,
mother, parents,
kitchen,
paper, pen, pencil
sister
sister
Strategy: Classifying
and
bush, cloud, bush,
flower,
moon,
star moon, star
book, chair, desk,
picture
Strategy: Classifying
and
cloud,
flower,
book,eraser,
chair, desk,
eraser, picture
Strategy: Compound
words
Categorizing
Strategy: Compound
words
Categorizing
Strategy:
Ending
-s
Strategy:
Alphabetical
order
Strategy:
Ending
-s
Strategy:
Alphabetical
order
VoCAbuLAry
1&2
VoCAbuLAry
1&2
SC: 2–3 SC: 2–3
big, old, short,
tall, young
cleaning, cooking,
eating,
sleeping,
big,small,
old, short,
small, tall, young
cleaning,
cooking,
eating, sleeping,
taking a bath,
watching
taking
a bath,TVwatching TV
Strategy: Antonyms
Strategy: Antonyms
Strategy: Base
wordsBase
and the
Strategy:
words and the
suffix -ing suffix -ing
to have
Yes / No questions
Is
to have
Yes / No with
questions
with Is
there…? there…?
He / She and
Hequestions
/ She and with
questions with
who
Present progressive:
He / She He / She
who
Present progressive:
is + verb-ing
is + verb-ing

Present progressive:
am /
ofpresent
want: of want: PossessivePossessive
adjectivesadjectives
Present progressive:
am / Simple present
Simple
are / is + verb-ing
I / you / he,
are / is + verb-ing
I /she
you / he, she
Ability with
can with can
Ability
QuestionsQuestions
with that and
QuestionsQuestions
with this and
withthose
that and those
withthese
this and these

Drawing andDrawing
Writingand Writing

Families AreFamilies
Different
Are Different

Clothes AreClothes
Fun! Are Fun!

contrast

contrast

Work
in school.
hard in school.
VALuehardWork
Units 1–4 Units 1–4
reVIeW

❤

Like with count
andcount and
Like with
noncountnoncount
nouns nouns
IndefiniteIndefinite
articles: a,articles:
an
a, an

❤

support comprehension
support comprehension personal experience
personal experience

personal experience
personal experience

We
Teddy
(We Bears
Love (We Love
SculpturesSculptures
Are Fun Are Fun
Fun Food Fun Food
We Bears
Teddy
Teddy Bears)
Teddy
Bears)
Strategy:
Identify
main
idea
and
SummarizeSummarize
Strategy: Compare
contrast
Strategy: Identify main ideaStrategy:
and
Strategy:
Strategy:and
Compare
and contrast
Strategy: Visualize
details details
Strategy: Visualize

Enjoy nature.
Enjoy nature.

Be neat. Be neat.

Take care Take
of your
clothes.
toys.your toys.
care
of your clothes.Share your
Share

Rainbows Rainbows

Houses AreHouses
Different
Are Different

Strategy: Compare
and
visuals Use
to visuals to Strategy: Make
connections
to
Strategy:
Make
connections
to
Strategy:
Compare and Strategy: Use
Strategy:
Strategy:
Make connections
to
Strategy:
Make connections
to
reADInG reADInG

reVIeW

cookie,
egg,cookie, egg,
ball, bike, car,
top,
dress, gloves,
jacket,
pants,
shirt,pants, shirt,
apple,chicken,
banana,
chicken,
ear,foot,
eye,hair,
feet,hand,
foot, hair, hand,apple, banana,
ball,kite,
bike,
car,train,
kite, truck
top, train, ear,
truckeye, feet,
dress,
gloves,
jacket,
fish, rice, sandwich,
head, leg, mouth,
nose
shoes, skirt,shoes,
socks skirt, socks
fish, rice, soup
sandwich, soup
head, leg,
mouth, nose
game, doll, game,
puzzle,doll,
robot,
teddyrobot, teddy
puzzle,
lemonade, lemonade,
milk, orange
juice,
jump, long jump,
hair, run,
arms,
brown, closet,
hat, closet,
pink, shelf
milk,
orange juice,
longstrong
hair, run,
strong arms,
bear
brown,
hat, pink, shelfbear
tea, water tea, water
walk
walk
words
Strategy: Using
a dictionary
Strategy: Compound
words
Strategy:
Using a dictionaryStrategy: Compound
Multiple-meaning
Strategy: Using
a dictionary
Multiple-meaning
Strategy:
Using a dictionaryStrategy: Strategy:
words
words

Yes / No questions
it’s with it’s
to be: is, areto be: is, are
Yes / Nowith
questions
Where and Where
in or onand in or on

What
many
What
and How many
GrAmmArGrAmmAr
1&2
1 & and
2 How
SC: 4–5 SC: 4–5

VALue

andEducation,
Physical Education,
andEducation,
Physical Education,
Health andHealth
Physical
Health andHealth
Physical
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies
Social Studies

Love your Love
family.
your family.

pp. 52–53 pp. 52–53

Units 5–8 Units 5–8

Be clean. Be clean.

Eat good food.
Eat good food.

pp. 94–95 pp. 94–95

ADDItIonAL VIDeo Sc. 6; Song: Sc. 7; Viewing: Sc. 8; Story Time

5

4

10

LEVEL 1 SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_004-005_S&S_PPDF.indd 4
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Unit 7

My Body

Look and check.
The boys are
watching TV.
playing baseball.

Havana, Cuba

75

74

12

LEVEL 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

OW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 74

9/6/19 2:54 PM

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 75

13

9/6/19 2:5

VOCABULARY 1
a foot

1

Listen and say.

a leg

TR: 7.1

2

an eye

a head

Listen.
Point and say. TR: 7.2

an ear

a hand

a nose
a mouth

3

hair

Point. Ask and
answer. Work
with a partner.
TR: 7.3

What are these?
They’re hands.

77

76 Unit 7

14

LEVEL 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

OW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 76

9/6/19 2:54 PM

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 77

15

9/6/19 2:5

GRAMMAR 1
Possessive adjectives

VOCABULARY 2

Listen and say. TR: 7.6

1

TR: 7.4

My hair is brown.

Your eyes are brown.

His hair is brown.

Her eyes are brown.
strong arms

1

Look and listen. Write the
number in the box. TR: 7.5

jump

My eyes are red.

long hair

walk
run

2

Point and say. Work with a partner.

3

Say and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 7.7
Number 1.
He can jump.

Yes, he can
jump. My turn.

1
16

LEVEL 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

3

4

5
79

78 Unit 7

OW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 78

2

9/6/19 2:54 PM

EOW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 79

17

9/6/19 2:5

GRAMMAR 2

SONG
1

Ability with can TR: 7.8
I can walk.

She can jump.

Can you run?

Yes, I can. I have strong legs!

1

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 7.10

My Body
My body, my body!
It’s fun to move my body!
My body, my body!
Can you dance with me?

Play a game. Cut out the pictures in the back of
the book. Glue. Listen and play. TR: 7.9

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

TR: 7.11

hair

2

11
2 Listen and say.

Write. Look at the pictures. Write yes or no.
1. Can the boy run?
2. Can the girl jump?

Yavi Chico, Argentina

3. Can the mother cook?

18

LEVEL 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

head

2. hand

hat

3. his

her
81

80 Unit 7

OW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 80

1. hair
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READING
1

VALUE

Listen and read. TR: 7.12

Be clean.

Sculptures Are FUN

Some artists draw and paint. Some artists
make sculptures. They make people and
animals. Look at the man. His legs are big.
Look at the dog. Its ears are long.

2

Wash your hands and
body. Brush your teeth.

Ask and answer. Work with a partner.
1. Do you like balloons?
2. Do you like dogs?

Fernando Botero’s
Man on a Horse

3. What animals do you like?
Jeff Koons’
Balloon Dog

Think. Pair. Share.
How do you keep clean?

83

82 Unit 7

20

LEVEL 1 STUDENT’S BOOK

OW2e_SB_1_36990_074-083_U07_PPDF.indd 82

9/6/19 2:54 PM
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Unit 7

My Body

GRAMMAR 1
Possessive adjectives
I
You

VOCABULARY 1
1

He
She

Look and write.
1

an ear

2

My

have
black

hair.

has

Your
His

hair

is

black.

Her

Listen and read. Circle. TR: 7.1
1. My nose is small.

Your nose is small.

2. My eyes are green.

Her eyes are green.

3. Your hands are small.

His hands are small.

4. His mouth is red.

Her mouth is red.

Look and read. Write. Use my, her, and his.
1. This is

sister.
legs are short.
hair is black.
mouth is small.

2. This is
an ear

a head

an eye

a leg

a foot

a mouth

hair

a nose

grandfather.
feet are big.
hair is white.
nose is big.

a hand
54 Unit 7

22

LEVEL 1 WORKBOOK

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 54

55

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 55
10/09/2019 18:35

23
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VOCABULARY 2
1

GRAMMAR 2

Look and read. Circle.

Ability with can
Question
I
He/She

1
1. walk

run

2. run

jump

3. walk

run

can

2.

4.

2

5. short hair
long hair

I can.
he/she can.

his sister jump?
run.
the baby run?

Look at the photos. Read. Write.

6. strong arms
short arms

long short small

strong

1. My

has

hair.

2. My

has

legs.

3. My

has

eyes.

4. My

has

ears.

5. My

has

hands.

, he

LEVEL 1 WORKBOOK

.

2. Can the brother clean?

Unit 7

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 56

3. Can the baby sister cook?

1. Can the father cook?

, he

24

Yes,

Write about your family. Use words from the list.
big

56

he/she

draw?

walk.

3. Yes, she

4. strong legs
small legs

you

Listen. Write. TR: 7.2
1. No. He

2

Can

draw.

Answer

, she

.

4. Can she watch TV?
.

, she

.
57

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 57
10/09/2019 18:35
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GAME TIME!
1

SONG

What’s different? Look and write. Then complete
the pictures.

1

Listen to the song. Write. Use words from the box. TR: 7.3

1.

clap feet

hands jump

legs mouth sing

walk

1. Legs, legs. Move your
Can you

.
with me?

2. Mouth, mouth. Move your
Can you

.

with me?

3. Hands, hands. Move your

2.

Can you

2

.

with me?

Listen. Which words have h that sounds like the h in
hair? Circle the numbers. TR: 7.4
1.

2.

1. In picture 1, the robot has one hand and two legs.
.

In picture 2, it has

2. In picture 2, the bear has two ears and one eye.

3.

4.

5.

.

In picture 1, it has

3. In picture 1, the doll doesn’t have hair. In picture 2, it
.
58 Unit 7
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LEVEL 1 WORKBOOK
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READING
1

WRITING

Listen and read. TR: 7.5

1

Polar Bears

I’m Antoni. I have two eyes,
one nose, and one mouth. I have two
arms and two legs. I like spiders.
My spider costume has eight eyes
and eight legs. I’m a cool spider!

Polar bears are white.
A mother polar bear has
a big body, but her head is
small. Her eyes and ears are
small, too. She has strong
legs. She can run and jump.
Baby polar bears run and
jump, and they play, too!

2

2

2. She has

I’m

head.

4. Baby polar bears run, jump, and

My

.

LEVEL 1 WORKBOOK

.
.

costume has
.

.

Unit 7

EOW2e_WB_1_78260_054-061_U07.indd 60

. I have

I have

legs.

3. She can run and

28

Draw a costume and write.

Read and write.
1. A mother polar bear has a

60

Read.

61
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BE THE EXPERT

Unit 7

In This Unit
Theme This unit is about parts of the body and
physical activities.

Content Objectives

My Body

About the Photo

Look and check.
The boys are

This photo shows three boys in the motion of
throwing baseballs in Havana, Cuba. Baseball is
the national sport of Cuba. It was introduced in
the 1860s by Cuban students who had attended
colleges in the United States. Nemesio Guillot
is credited with making the sport popular by
founding the island’s first baseball team, the
Habana Baseball Club.

watching TV.

✔ playing baseball.

Students will
• identify and describe parts of the body.
• identify physical activities.

Language Objectives
Students will
• name parts of the body.
• talk about parts of the body.
• talk about things we can do.

During the time of Spanish occupation, baseball
was often banned by authorities who wanted
Cubans instead to attend bullfights as a sign of
loyalty to Spain. The sport then became a symbol
of Cuban pride and independence.

Vocabulary

Our World in Context

Vocabulary 1 a foot, a leg, a head, a hand,
hair, an ear, an eye, a nose, a mouth
Vocabulary 2 long hair, strong arms, jump, run

Cuba is an island nation just off the coast of
Florida, located where the Gulf of Mexico, the
Atlantic Ocean, and the Caribbean Sea meet.
It was the second island visited by Christopher
Columbus in 1492 on his first journey to the
Americas. He claimed it for Spain, and the
island remained under Spanish control until
the late 1800s, when Cubans fought a war
for independence.

Grammar
Grammar 1 Possessive adjectives
Grammar 2 Ability with can

Reading Sculptures Are Fun
Value Be clean.

Cuba is 1,250 kilometers (780 miles) long and
is the largest island in the Caribbean. It has
a tropical climate with rainy and dry seasons,
affected by shifting ocean currents.

Related Vocabulary

Havana, Cuba

baseball, throw
75

74

UNIT OPENER

Introduce

Objectives
Students will
• look at a photo for information.
• complete a sentence.

Resources Video Sc. 1—Introduction; Home-

School Connection Letter; Unit Opener Poster

Materials world map

Pacing Guides L1U7
1 Hour

1–2 Hours

2–3 Hours

• Guide students through the activity on p. 75. Read aloud the
sentence and each answer choice one at a time. For each
choice, ask students to raise their hands if they think the
answer is true. Then confirm the correct answer.

• Have students open their books to pp. 74–75 and look at the
photo. Ask questions such as the following:
What do you see? (three boys, balls, trees, grass)
What are they doing? (standing on one leg, throwing balls)
What game are they playing? (baseball)
• Set the stage Have students stand up. Play a game of
“Teacher Says.” Give a series of commands for students to
move their bodies. Begin most of those commands with
“Teacher says,” while occasionally giving a command without
saying it. If students move when you don’t say “Teacher says,”
they are out of the game and must sit down.

• Explain Read the caption on p. 74 aloud and point to Cuba
on the world map. Explain These boys live in Cuba. They are
playing baseball. Do you play baseball? Do you play another
sport? Discuss students’ answers.
• Gesture to your body, pointing from your head to your feet.
Say This is my body. In this unit, we’re going to learn words for
parts of the body.

• Use commands like the following: lift your leg, shake your foot,
raise your hand, touch your head, open your mouth, blink your
eyes, jump, walk in place, etc.

168

30

Unit Opener

Unit 7

LEVEL 1 LESSON PLANNER
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VOCABULARY 1

BE THE EXPERT

VOCABULARY 1
a foot

Objective
Students will
• name parts of the body.

Vocabulary a foot, a leg, a head, a hand, hair,

1

Resources TR: 7.1–7.3; Flashcards 97–105; Video

a leg

TR: 7.1

an ear, an eye, a nose, a mouth

Content Vocabulary left, right

Listen and say.

2

Teaching Tip

an eye

a head

Listen.
Point and say. TR: 7.2

There may be cultural or sensitivity issues that
make students uncomfortable pointing to their
bodies or other people’s bodies. Carefully assess
students’ comfort levels before initiating an
activity of this type. Appropriate alternatives
include pointing to photos or pictures in a book,
including favorite picture books, with large
pictures of the characters. A character’s face and
body parts may be used instead.

an ear

a hand

a nose
a mouth

Sc. 2—Vocabulary 1a, Sc. 3—Vocabulary 1b;
Activity Worksheet 7.1; Workbook p. 54;
Online Practice

Related Vocabulary

Materials picture books, children’s

body, face

dictionary (optional)

3

hair

Point. Ask and
answer. Work
with a partner.

Workbook and Online Practice

TR: 7.3

Vocabulary 1

What are these?

✔ Formative Assessment

They’re hands.

77

76 Unit 7

• Preteach Clap as you chant We clap with
our hands! Have students repeat several
times. Then hold up your right hand and
say This is my hand.

• Show the pictures on pp. 76–77 and say These pictures show
parts of the body. Point to the boy’s head. Say a head. Then
point to your own head. Say This is my head. Now point to your
head. Repeat with each body part shown on pp. 76–77.

• 1 Have students open their books to p. 76. Say It’s time
to listen and say. Look at the picture on this page. Play the
first three items of TR: 7.1. Pause after each item and have
students repeat.

• On the board, draw a large outline of a
hand. Write hand in the middle. Say We do
many things with hands. Ask students to
brainstorm things people do with their
hands such as clap, write, and color. Have
students come to the board and add
words to the hand outline. As students add
words, ask them to complete the sentence
frame We
with our hands.

• Point to the inset picture on p. 77. Say This picture shows parts
of the face. Point to and say each word in the inset photo as
you point to the same part of your face. Say This is my nose.
Now point to your nose.

• Have students look at p. 76. Continue TR: 7.1. Point to each
body part as it’s named. Pause after each item and have
students repeat.

• Say Open your books to pages 76 and 77.
Point to the boy’s hand on the ground.
Say Look at his hand! He’s using his hand
to hold his body up! When you say body,
outline the boys entire body.

170
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• Point to the picture of the dancing boy on p. 77. Say Look!
He has brown hair. Point to your hair. Say I have (brown) hair.
Point to your hair. What color is it? Say His hand is at the end of
his arm. Say arm as you make a sweeping motion down toward
your hand. Say Point to your arm. Now point to your hand.
Say His feet are at the ends of his legs. Say legs as you make
a sweeping motion down toward your feet. Point to your legs.
Now point to your feet.

• 2 Say Now listen. Then point and say. Point to pictures on
both pages. Put students in pairs and have them point to the
correct body parts in the pictures as you play TR: 7.2. Walk
around the room, offering help as needed. Have students come
together as a class. Replay TR: 7.2 and have students point to
and say each term.

Apply
• 3 Have students open their books to p. 77. Point and say
Look at Mia the monkey and Freddy the frog! Let’s listen to
what they’re saying. Read the question and answer aloud or
play TR: 7.3.

LEVEL 1 LESSON PLANNER

• Form pairs. Say Point to a part of your
body and ask “What are these?” or
“What is this?” Point to the sentences and
say Your partner answers with “They’re”
or “It’s.” Point to your ear and ask
What’s this? If students have difficulty,
use Flashcards 97–105 to review.

Wrap Up
• On the board, draw an outline of a face,
including eyes, nose, ears, and mouth.
Form pairs. Have students copy the outline
and label the face parts. Repeat with an
outline of a body.

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to
Activity Worksheet 7.1.

Vocabulary 1

Unit 7
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• name parts of the body?
Hold up Flashcards 97–105 and have students
name them. Then say the words and ask
students to point to the correct picture.

Practice

Warm Up

Present

Can students
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GRAMMAR 1
Objective

GRAMMAR 1
Possessive adjectives

Students will
• use my, your, his, and her to describe
themselves and others.

Grammar 1 Possessive adjectives
Resources TR: 7.4–7.5; Video Sc. 4—Grammar 1;

• Explain Say When I talk about me, I use my. When I talk
about you, I use your. When I talk about a girl, I use her, and
when I talk about a boy, I use his.

TR: 7.4

My hair is brown.

Your eyes are brown.

His hair is brown.

Her eyes are brown.

1

Look and listen. Write the
number in the box. TR: 7.5

• Form pairs. Have partners choose to be Student 1 or Student 2.
Say Student 1, talk to your partner. Tell about your hair. Tell
about your partner’s hair. (My hair is black. Your hair is brown.)
Student 2, tell about your eyes. Think of someone else. Tell
about his or her eyes. Point to a boy’s desk. Ask Is this his desk
or her desk? Point to a girl’s pencil. Ask Is that her pencil or his
pencil? If students have difficulty answering, replay TR: 7.4.

My eyes are red.

Workbook p. 55, TR: 7.1; Grammar Workbook
pp. 25–26; Online Practice

Materials drawing paper, colored pencils

2

or crayons

3

Practice

4

• 1 Have students open their books to p. 78. Read the
directions aloud. Hold up your book and point to the four
boxes. Play only the first item on TR: 7.5. Say I listen to number
one. I look for the picture of someone who is old. Here it is.
Point to the fourth picture. It’s the boy with his grandfather.
I write number one in that box. Write 1 in the box and show
your answer to students. Say You do the rest. Play the other
three items on TR: 7.5. When students have finished, review
what each picture shows.

1

Apply

1
78 Unit 7

Warm Up

Present

• Set the stage Point to your eyes and
say I have (blue) eyes. Ask the class What
color eyes do I have? (blue) Point to your
hair and say I have (black) hair. Then ask
What color hair do I have?

• Have students open their books to p. 78. Point to the grammar
box at the top of the page. Read the text. Play TR: 7.4 twice.
During the second playing, ask students to read along.

• Point to a female student and ask (Miji),
what color is your hair? Say You have
(brown) hair. Then say to the class (Miji)
has (brown) hair. She has (brown) hair.
Ask the class What color hair does (Miji)
have? (brown) Repeat the process with
a male student.

• Model Point to your own hair and say My hair is (black).
Point to a student and say Your eyes are (brown). Point to
a male student and say His hair is (black). Point to a female
student and say Her eyes are (blue).
• Draw the following chart on the board:

• Say Now we’re going to learn more
ways to talk about how you and other
people look.

I

you

a girl

a boy

my

your

her

his

• Write his and her on the board. Hand out drawing paper and
colored pencils or crayons to each student. Say Draw a picture
of a boy or a girl. Color your picture. Then write about your
picture. Model the activity. Draw a picture of a boy with black
hair, brown eyes, a white shirt, and blue pants. Say This is my
brother. Write sentences such as His hair is black. His shirt is
white. Read the sentences aloud.
• Allow time for students to draw their pictures. Walk around the
room as students work to make sure they’re writing sentences
that include his or her. Then call on students to present their
drawings to the class and read their sentences aloud.

BE THE EXPERT
Our World in Context
The range of natural hair colors includes shades
of blond, red, brown, and black. Hair color is
determined by the amounts of two natural
pigments (colors) in the body: dark brown and
reddish. The more dark brown pigment that exists,
the darker a person’s hair will be.
The range of natural eye colors includes blue,
gray, green, hazel, and brown. The amount
of natural pigments in the body determines
eye color.

Grammar in Depth
Possessive adjectives (words like my, your, his, and
her) are used to describe ownership:
my hair, your eyes, his shoes, her bike
Possessive adjectives come before nouns.
(My hair is brown. Your eyes are blue.)
The same form is used with both singular and
plural nouns:
My sister is short. My brothers are tall.

Teaching Tip
Grouping When students work in groups, be sure
each one plays an active role. One way to ensure
this is by having groups count off and assigning
each group member a specific task.
You might also consider assigning tasks based
on students’ strengths. For example, a good
writer might be assigned the task of taking notes.
Someone who likes to draw might be given the
task of creating illustrations.
When group members take an active role in
the learning process, they are more likely to
remember what they learn.

Wrap Up
• Form groups of four and have students count off. Say Number 1,
talk about yourself using my. Student 2, talk about a person
you’re addressing using your. Number 3, talk about a boy.
Number 4, talk about a girl. Draw a body on the board with
small feet, big eyes, and a silly nose. As you point to each body
part, have group members take turns identifying it using my,
your, his, and her. As needed, provide these examples: My feet
are small. Your feet are small. His feet are small. Her feet
are small.

Workbook and Online Practice
Grammar 1

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• use my, your, his, and her to describe themselves
and others?
Ask questions such as Are my eyes brown?
Are your arms short? Is his hand big? and
Is her hair black? Have students answer in
complete sentences.
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VOCABULARY 2

VOCABULARY 2

Listen and say. TR: 7.6

1

Objectives
Students will
• use action words.
• describe parts of the body.

strong arms
jump

Vocabulary long hair, strong arms, jump, run

BE THE EXPERT

• 1 Say Turn to page 79. It’s time to listen and say. Play TR: 7.6
and have students repeat the words. Jump in place and ask
Did I run or jump? If students have difficulty, play TR: 7.6 again.

Our World in Context

• Point to the pictures. Encourage students to answer your
questions using details in the pictures. Say Point to the picture.
Answer in a complete sentence. Ask Who is running? (He is
running.) Who has long hair? (She has long hair.) Who is
walking? (She is walking. He is walking. They are walking.)
Who’s jumping? (She is jumping.) Who has strong arms?
(She has strong arms.)

long hair

Resources TR: 7.6–7.7; Video Sc. 3—

Vocabulary 2; Activity Worksheet 7.2;
Workbook p. 56; Online Practice
walk
run

2

Practice

Many animals are skilled jumpers. The common
house mouse can jump more than 30 centimeters
(12 inches) high. The jumping viper snake, native
to Central America, is only about 0.6 meters
(2 feet) long but can jump 1 meter (3 feet) to
attack its prey. Australian red kangaroos can jump
a length of 8 meters (25 feet).

• 2 Read the directions aloud. Point to the pictures on
p. 79. Explain I point to the boy with the books. I read the
words strong arms. That boy has strong arms. Form pairs.
Say Now you point and say. Take turns.

Point and say. Work with a partner.

Apply
3

Say and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 7.7

• 3 Read the directions aloud and say It’s time for stickers. Help
students locate the stickers. Play TR: 7.7. Point to the monkey
and say It’s Mia the monkey and Eddie the elephant! Read the
model dialogue aloud. Then say I find the sticker of a boy with
long legs. I peel off that sticker and put it on number one.

Number 1.
He can jump.

Yes, he can
jump. My turn.

1

2

3

4

• Form pairs. Have partners work together to complete
the activity.

5

Wrap Up
79

• Write strong and long on the board. Then write the following:

Warm Up
• Recycle On the board, write sit down,
stand up, point, and clap. Act out each
term as you say it aloud. Have students
repeat each action and term.
• Say One person pretends to do something.
You guess what it is. Watch me. I do
this (clap your hands). You say “You are
clapping.” Have students choose a word
from the board to act out. Then say
Today, we will learn words for other ways
to move.

Present
• Give examples Point to your legs and
say I use my legs and feet to walk. Walk
around the front of the class. Say You use
your legs and feet to walk, too. Say I use

174
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my legs and feet to jump. Jump up and down. Say You use your
legs and feet to jump, too. Say I use my legs and feet to run.
Run in place. Say You use your legs and feet to run, too.
• Draw a stick figure on the board with short legs. Say His legs
are short. Then draw a stick figure with long legs. Say Her legs
are long. Write short and long under the corresponding figures.
Then draw two faces, one with long hair and one with short
hair. Say long and short as you write them under the pictures.
Ask Is her hair short? Is his hair long?
• Demonstrate strong by piling up many books. Pretend to strain
as you lift the pile, or make multiple attempts at lifting, with
some huffing, puffing, and wiping of your brow, before you
succeed. When you lift the pile, say I’m strong! I have strong
arms. Lift one arm, bend it at the elbow, and flex your muscle.
Say This arm is strong.

LEVEL 1 LESSON PLANNER

run

jumps

runs

jumping

running

• Say Use one word from the board in a sentence. (He’s running.)
Then say Use two words in one sentence. (He’s running and
jumping.) Continue the challenge to include three and four
words. (Example: He’s running and jumping with his strong
legs.) Write students’ sentences on the board. Read the
sentences aloud and have students clap when they hear the
target words.

Workbook and Online Practice
Vocabulary 2

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to Activity
Worksheet 7.2.

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• use action words?
Act out running and jumping. Ask What
am I doing?
• describe parts of the body?
Draw a figure with long legs and long hair. Say
Tell me about her legs. Tell me about her hair.
Act out picking up something heavy. Say Tell me
about my arms.

Vocabulary 2

Unit 7
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GRAMMAR 2
Objective

GRAMMAR 2
Ability with can TR: 7.8

Students will
• make sentences with can.

Grammar Ability with can
Resources TR: 7.8–7.9; Video Sc. 5—Grammar 2;

I can walk.

She can jump.

Can you run?

Yes, I can. I have strong legs!

1

Graphic Organizers: Four-column chart,
Word web; Activity Worksheet 7.3; Workbook
p. 57, TR: 7.2; Grammar Workbook pp. 27–28;
Online Practice

Practice

BE THE EXPERT

• 1 Say Turn to page 109. Let’s cut out the pictures. As students
find the pictures, walk around the room and give out scissors
and glue.

Grammar in Depth

• Have students turn to p. 80 and find Activity 1. Say First, let’s
write numbers. Model numbering the grid from 1 to 4 and 6 to
9. Begin at the top left and follow along from left to right as if
reading. Point out that the frog is where 5 would be.

Play a game. Cut out the pictures in the back of
the book. Glue. Listen and play. TR: 7.9

• Say First listen, then glue. Let’s do one together. Play only
number 1 on TR: 7.9. Model I hear number one. I find number
one. Point to the top left square that you labeled 1. She says
“I can jump.” I find the picture of a girl jumping. I glue it
here. Say Now you do it. Play the rest of TR: 7.9. To help them
remember what they hear, suggest that students quietly repeat
what the boy and girl say.

Materials scissors, glue

• Expand Point to the pictures for jump, read, cook, and draw.
Say These pictures show what the girl can do. On the board,
make a word web with She can in the center. Have students
use their pictures to name action words for the web. Add each
action to the web and ask students to tell what the girl can do.
Repeat the activity with a He can web and the words clean,
run, sing, and write.
2

Can you jump rope?
We often reply with a short answer: Yes, I can.
Students who want to answer no can say No,
I can’t. Can’t is the contracted form of cannot.

Teaching Tip
Correcting students is necessary, but it’s important
to provide feedback in a positive way. The
gentlest way to correct students is to restate their
response correctly and ask them to repeat it.
The goal is to keep students motivated. Always
acknowledge what students do well to reinforce
learning and build confidence.

yes
yes

2. Can the girl jump?
3. Can the mother cook?

She can

yes

jump

80 Unit 7

Warm Up
• Make a four-column chart on the board. Brainstorm activities
with students and list them on the board. (ride a bike, jump
rope) Have students copy the chart and use the activities they
suggest to fill in the first column.
• Put students in groups of three. Have groups use can to ask
and answer questions about the activities. Have them record
what they hear in their charts. Tell students to add a column to
record what they can do.

Present
• Point out the grammar box on p. 80 and
play TR: 7.8. Say We’re learning a new
word today. The word is can. Write can
on the board.

In a yes / no question, can comes first:

Write. Look at the pictures. Write yes or no.
1. Can the boy run?

• Preteach Walk across the room. Say I
can walk. Jump once or twice. Say I can
jump. Run across the room. Say I can run.
I can read, write, listen, and sing, too.
I can do many things. Ask Can you do
many things? Model the answer Yes, we
can. Have students join you in saying and
acting out We can jump. We can read.

We use the modal verb can to talk about ability.
In a statement, it comes before the base form of
the verb and is the same for all persons: I / you /
he / she can jump rope.

ride a bike

(Luis) can

(Sara) can

I can











jump rope
cook





• Have groups take turns sharing their charts with the class.

draw

Apply
• 2 Point out Activity 2 on p. 80. Form pairs and have each pair
use the pictures from Activity 1 to answer the questions. Have
them write yes or no.

Wrap Up
• Form pairs. Ask What can you do? Let’s show, not tell, two
things you can do. Say Other pairs guess what you can do.
Model by acting out the action of writing. Ask What can I do?
(You can write.) Give pairs a few minutes to decide what to act
out, and then have them join other pairs to act out and identify
actions using the sentence frame You can
.

Review
• For additional practice, direct students to Activity
Worksheet 7.3.

Workbook and Online Practice
Grammar 2

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• make sentences with can?
Ask Can you draw? Can he run? Can she jump?
Have students answer in complete sentences.
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SONG - THE SOUNDS OF
ENGLISH
Song
Vocabulary in the song
Vocabulary 1 a leg, a mouth, a hand
Vocabulary 2 jump

Grammar in the song

SONG
1

Listen. Read and sing. TR: 7.10

My Body
My body, my body!
It’s fun to move my body!
My body, my body!
Can you dance with me?

• Put students in four groups and give each group one of the
following Flashcards: 99 (a foot), 101 (a hand), 103 (a leg), and 104
(a mouth). Play TR: 7.10 and have the group with the appropriate
card hold it up when they hear the verse with their word.

Teaching Tip

• Put students in pairs. Play the song and have students point to
themselves each time they hear the word my and point to their
partners each time they hear the word your.

Resources TR: 7.10; Flashcards 99, 101, 103, 104;
Video Sc. 6—Song; Workbook p. 59, TR: 7.3;
Online Practice

Resources TR: 7.11; Flashcards 82, 100–102; The
Materials note cards
THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

• For additional practice, direct students to Activity
Worksheet 7.4.

11
2 Listen and say.

Yavi Chico, Argentina

1. hair
air

head

2. hand

hat

3. his

her

The Sounds of English: /h/ hair

81

Use the Song
• 1 Act it out Play the first verse of TR: 7.10 and act it out,
moving your arms and legs and pretending to dance as you
did at the beginning of the lesson. Play the verse again and
have students stand and move along with you. Finally, play
the verse a third time and have students act out the moves
and sing along.
• Have students open to p. 81. Find the verse on TR: 7.10 that
begins “Hands, hands. Move your hands” and play it as
students sing along.
• Replay the clapping at the end of the verse. Pause the song
and practice clapping in time with students. Play the “hands”
verse a third time and have students sing and clap.

• 2 Fluff up or run your fingers through your hair, or hold up
the Flashcard 100 for hair. Ask What is this? When students
answer, say That’s right. It’s hair. We have hair on our heads.
Hair can be brown, black, red, or blond. It can be long, short,
curly, or straight. My hair is (brown) and (curly). Say We have
hair on our heads. emphasizing the h sound in have, hair,
and head. Have students repeat We have hair on our heads.
Say Now let’s listen to words like hair. Play TR: 7.11 once while
students listen. Then say Let’s listen and say. Play TR: 7.11
again and have students repeat the words.
• For more practice, have students look at pictures, listen, and
stand up when they hear the /h/ sound. Display Flashcards
82, 100, 101, 102 (hats, hair, a hand, a head), and pictures for
his, her, house, happy, hug, and hot, all of which contain the
sound. Also display some Flashcards and/or pictures of words
that do not contain the sound.
• Hold up a picture, say the word, and have students quickly
stand and repeat the word if they hear the target sound.
Students stay seated when they don’t hear the sound. Say Look
and listen. Stand up and say the word if you hear the sound
/h/. When students stand up in error, repeat the incorrect word
and then /h/ hair (or another word with the target sound) to
show the contrast in sounds. Have students repeat both words
to hear the difference.
• To check understanding, give students a few minutes to look
around the classroom to find objects whose names include
the /h/ sound. Then have them point to the objects and say
the words.

40

You can use The Sounds of English Card 9
to teach the /h/ sound. Audio for this card is
available on the Explore Our World website.

Review

TR: 7.11

hair

LEVEL 1 LESSON PLANNER

Workbook and Online Practice
Song

Song - The Sounds of English

Unit 7
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The Sounds of English Cards

• Draw students’ attention to the question at the end of each
verse: Can you (walk, jump, sing, clap, dance) with me? Say
Everybody stand up. Have students sing or say each question,
performing each action as they do so.

Sounds of English Card 9; Workbook p. 59,
TR: 7.4; Online Practice

178

Grouping Some students may be able to sing
or read the song after listening to it the first
time. Be sure they comprehend what they are
saying. If they do, you may want to pair them
with students who are struggling. Students
with different strengths and abilities help one
another learn.

• Sing the song with students. Pause for each instance of my or
your and have students sing the word.

The Sounds of English

• Move your arms while you dance. Say I
move my arms. Do you? Have students
move their arms. Move your legs and say
I move my legs. Do you? Have students
move their legs. Move your feet while
you dance. I move my feet. Do you? Have
students move their feet. Say I move my
body. You move your body, too. We dance.

BE THE EXPERT

• Play TR: 7.10 again and have group members sing and act out
their verses. The whole class should sing and act out the chorus
and final verse.

Grammar 1 Possessive adjectives
Grammar 2 Ability with can

• Build background Perform a few dance
steps or just a simple rhythmic stepping
from side to side with a light swinging arm
motion. Ask Can you dance with me? Have
students follow along for a few steps.

Extend
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READING
Objectives

1

Students will
• describe sculptures.
• identify main idea and details.

Academic Language main idea, details
horse, sculptures

Resources TR: 7.12; Workbook p. 60, TR: 7.5;
Graphic Organizer: Three-column chart;
Online Practice

Materials a figurine or object to convey the idea

BE THE EXPERT

Sculptures Are FUN

• Play TR: 7.12 again as students read along in their books. Then
say Look at the sculpture of the man on page 82. What else do
you see in this photo? The man is on a horse. Are the horse’s
legs big or small? (big) Is the horse’s head big or small? (small)

About the Photo

Fernando Botero’s sculpture Man on Horse is
typical of the oversized people and animals in his
sculptures and paintings.

Ask and answer. Work with a partner.

• Point to and have students copy the chart on the board about
the sculptures of the man and the dog. Say Let’s add a column
for the horse. Write horse on the board and have students copy
it. Have students form pairs. Say Now fill in your charts with
words that describe the horse’s legs and head. You can also
write about the man and the dog. Ask questions such as Is the
man’s head big or small? Is the dog’s nose big or small?
• When students have finished, have partners come up and add
their details to the chart on the board. Review the chart with
the class.

If students are engaged and intrigued by the art
in these photos, take advantage of the “teachable
moment.” For example, you can review
vocabulary. (Does the dog have eyes? Does it
have a neck? Does it have feet?)

Listen and read. TR: 7.12

Some artists draw and paint. Some artists
make sculptures. They make people and
animals. Look at the man. His legs are big.
Look at the dog. Its ears are long.

Reading Strategy Identify Main Idea and Details
Content Vocabulary artist, balloon, dog,

Practice

READING

2

1. Do you like balloons?

Fernando Botero’s
Man on a Horse

2. Do you like dogs?
3. What animals do you like?

Jeff Koons’
Balloon Dog

of sculpture

Apply
• 2 Form new pairs. Give pairs a few minutes to share their
charts. Then say Now we’re going to talk about balloons and
dogs. Have students take turns asking and answering the
question Do you like balloons? Encourage them to tell why they
like or don’t like balloons. Then repeat the process with the
second and third questions. Walk around the room and listen
to students’ discussions. Ask questions such as Would you like
to make a sculpture of (a cat)? Point to the photos on p. 82 and
ask How would you make your sculpture fun?
• Expand Have students draw a picture of an animal sculpture
they would like to make. Encourage them to add details to
their drawings that make their sculptures fun. If time allows,
have students sculpt their animals from the drawings they
made using modeling clay or other materials.

82 Unit 7

Warm Up
• Build background Point to the
sculptures on p. 82. Say These photos show
sculptures. Sculptures are art. Show the
sculpture or object you brought to class.
Say A sculpture is a thing. I can touch it.
Touch it. I can walk around it. I can look
all around it. Walk around it. Write the
word sculpture on the board and say
it slowly, syllable by syllable. Say Say it
with me. Sculpture.

Present
• 1 Have students open their books to
p. 82. Say Let’s read the title together.
Hold up your book, point to the title, and
say Sculptures Are Fun. Sculptures are art.
How are they fun? Let’s find out.

• Read together Play TR: 7.12 once and have students listen.
Then play TR: 7.12 a second time, telling students to read
along as they listen. Pause after sentence 5. Say Look at the
man with the hat. Tell me about his arms. (They're small.) Tell
me about his legs. (They’re big.) Let’s write that on the board.
Write the following chart on the board, leaving room for a
right-hand column that you will fill in later:

Wrap Up

Jeff Koons’s Balloon Dog is not made from a
balloon. Like many of his sculptures, it’s made of
stainless steel. Koons wants viewers to see their
reflections in it.

Both Botero and Koons use humor in their art,
helping to make modern sculpture accessible
to all.

Teaching Tip

Consider having interested students use clay or
a similar material to sculpt their own figures.
Hands-on activities help students make personal
connections to lesson content and enhance their
learning experience.

Reading Strategy
Identify Main Idea and Details The main idea
is the most important point in a passage or text.
The main idea is often stated in a sentence that
appears at or near the beginning of the first
paragraph. Sometimes the main idea appears
elsewhere. The title of a passage may give clues
about the main idea, as with Sculptures Are Fun.
Supporting details are usually found within the
body of the text. Details tell more about the main
idea of the passage.

Related Vocabulary
art, museum

• Write the following on the board:
The horse has

.

The man has

.

The dog has

.

man
small arms and big legs

• Ask students to complete each sentence with a phrase about
the horse, man, or dog on p. 82.

• Continue TR: 7.12. Say Tell me about the dog’s ears. (They’re
long.) Say Let’s add that to the chart.
man

dog

small arms and big legs

long ears

Workbook and Online Practice
Reading

✔ Formative Assessment
Can students
• describe sculptures?
Point to a sculpture on p. 82. Ask What does
it have?
• identify main idea and details?
Ask What’s fun about the dog sculpture?
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Project Worksheet – Unit 7

Make a robot. Work with a partner.

VALUE
Value Be clean.
Objectives
Students will
• read about body-related values and activities.
• talk about how they keep clean.
• complete the Unit 7 Quiz.

Look! Our robot has
two heads!

VALUE

1

2

Be clean.

PROJECT
Objectives
Students will
• make a robot.
• name parts of the body.

Wash your hands and
body. Brush your teeth.

Resource Flashcards 97–109; Project
Cut out the body.

3

Resources Workbook pp. 58, 61; Value Poster;

Worksheet Unit 7

Cut out a card.

4

Materials scissors, glue, markers or crayons,

colored construction paper, heavy card stock

Assessment: Unit 7 Quiz

Project Rubric

BE THE EXPERT
Teaching Tip

Write the numbers.

Leveling Check in with students on a regular basis
to determine their level of proficiency with each
set of vocabulary words and grammar structures.
Students may learn certain topics very quickly but
need additional help with others. Don’t assume
that a student who has been successful in the past
will not need intervention in the future.

Workbook and Online Practice
Writing
Unit Review

Think. Pair. Share.
How do you keep clean?

✔ Assessment: Unit 7
Give the Unit 7 Quiz. Hand out the quiz and go
over the instructions with students. The quiz
should take 20–25 minutes.

83

Value

• Have students read the value statement
on p. 83 aloud. (Be clean.) Ask How does a
person get clean? Allow students to share
their ideas aloud.
• Have a student read the sentences under
the value statement. Ask How often do
you do these things?

182
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Pair
• Have students look at the picture. Ask How is the boy
getting clean? (washing his hands) Ask When do you wash
your hands?
• Put students in pairs. Have them ask and answer the question
at the bottom of the page. Students should write notes or draw
pictures of their partner’s answers.

Share
• Have students take turns sharing their partner’s answers to
the question aloud. Encourage the rest of the class to listen
carefully. After everyone shares, ask What things do we use to
keep clean? Make a list on the board.

• Say Look at the project worksheets. Point to the robot in the
example. Say This is a robot. Today, you will make a robot.
Ask How many heads does the robot have? (two) How many
eyes does it have? (five) How many legs and feet does it have?
(three) What color are its arms? (yellow)
• Have students work in pairs to plan their robots. Say Now we
will make robots. On the board, write the following steps: 1. Cut
out the body. 2. Cut out a card. 3. Write the numbers. 4. Cut out
or draw parts. Glue them.
• Have students look at the first step. Hand out colored
paper and say Cut out your robot’s body. Model cutting
out a large shape for the robot’s body. Give time for groups
to do the same.
• Point to the second picture. Hand out card stock to each pair
and say Cut out the same shape you cut out before. Model
cutting out the same shape (but smaller) that you cut out
in step 1.
• Point to Eddie the elephant in the third picture. Say Eddie is
writing numbers. Explain that students should write numbers
to plan how many body parts to include. They should write
four numbers between 1–6 to show how many heads, arms,
legs, and body designs their robots will have. Model this step, if
necessary.

Did students accurately tell about their
robot’s body parts?

LEVEL 1 LESSON PLANNER

Now I Can
Ask questions such as the following:
• What is this? or What are these?
• What color is your hair? What color are your eyes?
• What can you do with your feet?

Share
.
• Write on the board: Its name is
It has
heads. It has
eyes. Students can use these
frames as they present.
• After each pair introduces its robot, have
the class ask two questions about it. Have
each partner answer one question.
• Modify Help students be realistic. You
might suggest that students make no more
than four of any one body part.

• Point to the fourth picture. Say Cut out or draw the body parts.
Say Now make your robot! Glue the parts together and color.

Value and Project

Unit 7
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Did students cut out and glue their robot parts?

• Review vocabulary by holding up Flashcards 97–109 and asking
What’s this? or What are these? After students name each
body part, use the word in a complete sentence, such as Yes,
my head is on my neck.

faucet, sink, water

Think

Did students create a robot plan?

Prepare

Related Vocabulary

• Have students open their books to p. 83.
Ask What’s in the photo? (a sink, a faucet,
hands, water) Say It’s a boy. He’s washing
his hands with water. Point to the title and
say Look at the title. What does it say?

Cut out or draw parts.
Glue them.
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VIDEO
Vocabulary 1 a hand, a leg, a head, an eye, a nose,

My Body, your Body

Read as children and animals compare parts of
their bodies. Are the girl’s eyes like the frog’s?
Is the boy’s mouth like the hippo’s? Is the girl’s
hair like the llama’s? Read and find out!

a mouth, an ear

Vocabulary 2 jump, run

Created by National Geographic Learning, the Our World readers are six
levels of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-fiction from around the
globe. Following the readings are fun facts and activities that bring the reading

Grammar 1 Possessive adjectives

experience together in a way that fascinates, educates, and informs.

My
Body,
Your
Body
by Cynthia Makishi

LeveL 1 readers

Grammar 2 Ability with can

What’s in My Classroom?
Where Are the Animals?
We All Pull
A Folktale from Russia

Song My Body

The Three Bears
A Fairy Tale

Based on a Folktale

Too Many Animals
Based on a Folktale from Ukraine

A Folktale from Denmark
National Geographic Learning, part of Cengage Learning, provides
customers with a portfolio of quality materials for PreK-12, academic,
and adult education. It provides instructional solutions for EFL/ESL,
reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning
early childhood through adult in the U.S. and global markets.
Visit ngl.cengage.com

the body

Story Time My Body, Your Body
Resources Video Sc. 1–12
Materials world map

Before You Watch
• Play Scene 1: Introduction. Say This video is about
the body. Draw a teddy bear on the board and have
students tell you what to add. Label the parts of its
body, including its eyes, nose, mouth, ears, hands,
legs, and feet.

While You Watch
• Have students look and listen for target words that
name parts of the body and actions. Say Write each
word you see and hear on a sheet of paper.

After You Watch
• Put students in pairs and have them compare their
lists. Then play Who Heard? Chant Who Heard
(clap, clap) This Word (clap, clap): Jump. Model the
answer: I Heard (clap, clap) This Word (clap, clap):
Jump. Repeat the activity for each target word that
students listed.

Zoom In
Vocabulary
• Point to each word and ask the class to say it as it
appears. Pause the video as Freddy the frog practices
each vocabulary word for a body part. Play the video
again to hear what Freddy says.

Grammar
• As students watch the boy and girl doing different
tasks, ask relevant questions such as Can she run? Ask
as many questions as possible. Cover up the sentences
on the screen, if possible.

Song
• Use the song to review words that name parts of the
body. As you play the song, have students point to
each body part on themselves or in a picture. Then
replay the song. Have students copy each action that
Anna and Freddy perform.

Viewing
• Stop after each animal to ask questions such as Are
its ears small? (elephant) Are its legs long? (giraffe)
Is its mouth big? (lion) What can it do? (kangaroo,
cheetah) Have students answer in complete sentences.
• View Scene 11: Story Time. Pause each time Anna says
something about a body part, such as “My eyes are
brown. Are your eyes brown, too?” Have students
answer the question.
• View My Body, Your Body a second time, without
pausing. After students have viewed the video twice,
play it again and pause at still images. Ask questions
such as Are her eyes brown? Is his mouth big?

46
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My Body, Your Body

• Predict Hold up the reader. Say Look at the title. Let’s read it
together. My Body, Your Body. What do you think this is about?
Let’s read to find out!
• Introduce the strategy Say We can tell how things are
the same. Point to your hair and say I have hair. Point to a
student’s hair and say (Abdul) has hair. We both have hair.
• Say We can also tell how things are different. I have (brown)
hair. (Abdul) has (black) hair. Our hair is different.
• Draw a Venn diagram on the board with the labels What the
child says and What the animal says. Say Look and listen to
what the children and animals say. Point to the first circle and
say Write what the child says. Point to the second circle and say
Write what the animal says.

While You Read
• Read the book aloud to students. Stop every few pages to ask
questions and help students fill in the Venn diagram.
p. 4: What color are the girl’s eyes? (brown)
p. 5: What does the frog say? (My eyes are red.)

Vocabulary an eye, a mouth, hair, long hair,
an ear, a nose

Academic Language both, different, same
Grammar Possessive adjectives; ability with can
Resources Video Sc. 11—Story Time; Graphic
Organizer: Venn diagram

BE THE EXPERT
Reading Strategy
Compare and Contrast Students compare things
to tell how they are alike; they contrast things to
tell how they are different. Words such as both,
alike, and same signal similarities. Words such as
but, however, and unlike signal differences.
Help students grasp the concepts of alike and
different by holding up two familiar classroom
objects, such as a magazine and a book, and
discussing ways they are similar and different.

Text Background
My Body, Your Body is a nonfiction text. The
purpose of a nonfiction text is to inform readers
about a topic. Information in a nonfiction text
may be organized into different sections with
different headings. Nonfiction texts often include
text features such as photos, drawings, tables,
charts, diagrams, and other visual aids that help
readers better understand the subject matter.

• Add this information to the diagram. Continue with other
pages in the book.

After You Read
• Put students in pairs and have them compare their Venn
diagrams and discuss any differences. Then complete the
overlap part of the Venn diagram as a class. Ask What do the
children and animals both have? Have students help you add
things that are the same, such as two eyes, one head, and
one body.

Unit 7
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Reading Strategy Compare and Contrast

Before You Read

Story Time

184

Text Type nonfiction text

Read as children and animals
compare parts of their bodies.
Are the girl’s eyes like the frog’s?
Is the boy’s mouth like the
hippo’s? Is the girl’s hair like
the llama’s?

The Toys
My Body, Your Body
Little Red Hen is Cooking

The King’s New Clothes

Viewing parts of the body; actions and words that describe

UNIT 7 READER
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Scope and Sequence

1

1

2

2

Wonders
of the Sea
Good Idea!
Wonders
of the Sea
Good Idea!
p. 6

p. 6

p. 16

p. 16

3

That’s Really
That’s Really
Interesting!
Interesting!
p. 26

Science
Content
AreA
ontent AreA
ConneCtIon
ConneCtIon

GoALS
SC: 1

Science

3

4

4

5

The Science
The Science
of Fun of Fun

5

6

6

7 7

8 8

Extreme
Weather Copycat
Copycat
Animals Music in
Music
Our WorldLife Out
Life
Out There
Extreme
Weather
Animals
Our in
World
There

p. 36

p. 36

p. 50

p. 50

p. 60

p. 60

p. 70

p. 70

p. 80 p. 80

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

Science

and the Performing
Arts,
Science, Technology
Music andMusic
the Performing
Arts,
Science, Technology
and Engineering
Visual ArtsVisual Arts
and Engineering

p. 26

Science, Technology
and Language Arts
Language Arts
Science, Technology
and
EngineeringEngineering

• identify
how
youtouse force to
talk about
your
talk about inventions
name and
sea life
• identify how
you use
force
• talk about•your
hobbies
andhobbies and
• talk about•inventions
• name and •describe
seadescribe
life
move
move
interests interests
talk habits
about past habits
talkyou
about
you can protect
• talk about•past
• talk about •how
canhow
protect
• use. .The
. . . to describe
• give information
about people
• use The more
. to more
describe
about people
the oceans the oceans
• describe
• describe how
to use how
an to use an • give information
GoALS
cause and effect
cause and effect
you know you know
•future
talk about
future events invention invention
• talk
events
SC:about
1
• understand
talk about
you’ve received
• understand
and make and make
• talk about•gifts
you’vegifts
received
definitions definitions

• talk
about
• talk
aboutmusical
different musical • talk about
describe animals
aboutkinds
different
space
andspace
spaceand space
• talk about
different
• talk about• talk
different
of kinds of• describe •animals
exploration
instruments
extreme weather
exploration
and stylesand styles
extreme weather
compareanimals
different animals instruments
• compare •different
• talk
aboutpossibilities
different possibilities
• talk
• describe
the
damage
• talk about
different
• talk about
yourabout your
• describe the
damage
storms
canstorms• can
• talk
how animals
talk about
howabout
animals
of life in space
musical experiences
cause
of life in space
musical experiences
cause
imitate others
imitate others
give yourabout
opinions
about space
compare
how
people
make music
• describe
how to
• give your• opinions
space
• compare•how
people
make
music
• describe how
to prepare
forprepare for
extreme weather
extreme weather

fail, idea, imagination,
invent,
alone,
avatar,
collect, compete,
backward,
disappear,
dolphin,
layer, octopus,
fail, idea, imagination,
invent,
alone, avatar,
collect,
compete,
backward, balance,
fallbalance,
over, fall over,
disappear, dolphin,
layer,
octopus,
invention,
problem, solution,
controller,
score, screen,
force,
forward,
happen,
resource,
sea turtle,
squid,
problem,
solution,
controller, enjoy,
score,enjoy,
screen,
force, forward,
happen,
pull,
push, pull, push,
resource, sea
turtle, shark,
squid,shark, invention,
try, useful, wheel take photos,take
photos, together
whale
succeed, try,succeed,
useful, wheel
together
skater, spinskater, spin
whale

blizzard,evacuate,
drought, flood,
evacuate, flood,
camouflage,
hunt, insect,
beat,drum,
concert,
drum, flute,
comet, extraterrestrial,
blizzard, drought,
camouflage,
copy, hunt,copy,
insect,
band, beat,band,
concert,
flute,
comet, extraterrestrial,
galaxy, galaxy,
lightning, sandstorm,
predator,
prey, species,
lead
singer,
piano, practice,
journey,
orbit,
planet, search,
hurricane, hurricane,
lightning, sandstorm,
poisonous,poisonous,
predator, prey,
species,
guitar, leadguitar,
singer,
piano,
practice,
journey, orbit,
planet,
search,
speed,
storm,tornado
thunder, tornado
saxophone,
violin
solarspace,
system,
the universe
speed, storm,
thunder,
spot, stripespot, stripe
saxophone,
violin
solar system,
thespace,
universe

Strategy:
Using–ful
the Suffix –ful
Strategy:
Using Context Strategy: Antonyms
Strategy: Antonyms
Strategy: Using
the Suffix
Strategy: Using
Context
VoCAbuLAry
1&2
AbuLAry
1&2
oil spill,
garbage, oil garbage,
spill,
SC: 2–3 biodegradable,
SC: 2–3 biodegradable,
lift, turn,
move,use
put, turn, use bug, comic book,
bug, comic
book,fossil,
dinosaur, away
fossil,from, away
from,gravity,
direction, gravity,
lift, move, put,
dinosaur,
direction,
plastic, pollution
plastic, pollution

Strategy:
Strategy: Suffix
–able Suffix –able

Strategy: Imperatives
for
Strategy: Imperatives
for
instructionsinstructions

stuffed animal
stuffed animal

Strategy: Compound
nouns Strategy: Using
Strategy:
Using a dictionary Strategy: Strategy:
Multiple-meaning
words
Classification
Strategy: Compound
nouns
a dictionary
Multiple-meaning
words
Strategy:Strategy:
Classification
of words of words
flashlight,
plan, shelter,
attack,
defend,
escape, hide classical, hip-hop,
classical,jazz,
hip-hop,
jazz, pop, rock
communicate,
emergency,emergency,
flashlight, plan,
shelter,
attack, defend,
escape,
hide
pop, rock
astronaut,astronaut,
communicate,
rocket, rocket,
space station
supplies supplies
spacecraft,spacecraft,
space station
Strategy:
Action verbs
Strategy: Action
verbs
Strategy: Strategy:
Act it out Act it out
Strategy:
Noun plurals
Words in context
Strategy: Noun
plurals
Strategy:Strategy:
Words in context

lean, toward
lean, toward

Have
to, must,
can’t, and don’t
to for past habits DescribingDescribing
people
with double
Have to, must,
can’t,
and don’t
Used to for Used
past habits
people with
who with who
Cause and Cause
effect and
witheffect
double
comparatives
comparatives
Future
with
will
and
won’t
You
for
general
statements
Direct
and
indirect
objects
Future
with
will
and
won’t
You
for
general
statements
Direct
and
indirect
objects
1&2
rAmmArGrAmmAr
1&2
DefinitionsDefinitions
with whichwith which
SC: 4–5 SC: 4–5

Colorful Corals
Colorful Corals

Young and Creative
Young and Creative

Hide and Seek
Hide and Seek

Up, Down,
and All Around!
Up, Down, and
All Around!

Strategy:
Setfor
a purpose forStrategy: Ask
Strategy:
Ask questions Strategy: Identify
Strategy:
Identify sequenceStrategy: Understand
Strategy: Understand
Strategy: Set
a purpose
questions
sequence
cause and cause and
reADInG reADInG
reading

reading

Protect theProtect
oceans.the oceans.

of events of events

Use your imagination
and
Enjoy a hobby.
Use your imagination
and
Enjoy a hobby.

effect

Future predictions
with
Comparisons
Present
perfect
Future predictions
and plans and
withplansComparisons
with as . . with
. as as . . . as Present perfect
with
ever with ever
and neverand never
be going tobe going to
Tag questions
Tag questions
Zero conditional
Comparative
Zero conditional
Comparative
adverbs adverbs
(present tense)
(present tense)

May and might
May and might
IndefiniteIndefinite
pronounspronouns

Tornado Trouble
Tornado Trouble
Strategy: Visualize
Strategy: Visualize

Listening
Listening for
Life for Life
Identify the
Strategy:Strategy:
Identify the
author’s purpose
author’s purpose

effect

Think creatively
and critically.
Think creatively
and critically.

creativity
to solve problems.
creativity to
solve problems.
National Geographic
National Geographic
National Geographic
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
mISSIon mISSIon
Dr. Sylvia Earle
National Geographic
Stephon Alexander
Sylvia
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
Jørn HurumJørn Hurum
Stephon Alexander
8 Earle
SC: 8 Dr.SC:

TheDragon
Copycat Dragon
The Copycat
Strategy:
Strategy: Scan
text Scan text
for information
for information

It’s All Music
It’s All Music
Ask questions
Strategy: Strategy:
Ask questions

Understand
Protect biodiversity.
Changemusic.
through music.
Live curious.
Understand
weather. weather.
Protect biodiversity.
Change through
Live curious.
National Geographic
National Geographic
National Geographic
National Geographic
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
National Geographic
Explorer: Explorer:
National Geographic
Explorer:Explorer:
Tim Samaras
Krithi Karanth
Jack Johnson
Kevin Hand
Tim Samaras
Krithi Karanth
Jack Johnson
Kevin Hand

Aydogan Ozcan
Aydogan Ozcan

reVIeW

Units 1–4 Units 1–4
reVIeW

pp. 46–47 pp. 46–47

Wow, that’sWow,
cool! that’s cool!

p. 48
p. 49

tALk
Let'S tALk Let'S
Whatmean?
does that mean?
What
does that

p. 48
p. 49

Units 5–8 Units 5–8

pp. 90–91 pp. 90–91

It’s my turn.
It’s my turn.
p. 92
Who’s
going
to take notes? p. 93
Who’s going
to take
notes?

p. 92
p. 93

ADDItIonAL VIDeo Song: Sc. 6; Viewing Sc. 7; Story Time: Sc. 9; Wrap Up: Sc. 10
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Unit 1

Wonders
of the Sea
Read and check. Two statements
are true and one is false. Check T for True
and F for False.
1. The seal is underwater.

T

F

2. The seal is behind the seaweed.

T

F

3. Seaweed grows in the ocean.

T

F

4. Write a caption for this photo.

A harbor seal, California, USA

7

6
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VOCABULARY 1

1

Listen and read. TR: 1.1

2

Listen and repeat. TR: 1.2
We must protect the oceans and the seas because
they are full of life. If we don’t, these important
resources will disappear.

a dolphin
a sea turtle

Many animals live near the top of the ocean because
they like the light. There is lots of food there, too. This
part of the ocean is called the sunlit zone. It goes
down to about 137 meters (450 ft.). Dolphins live here.

a shark

a whale

The middle layer of the ocean is called the twilight zone.
This is because there isn’t much light. It goes down to
about 1,000 meters (3,300 ft.). Few animals live in this
layer, but one that does live here is the octopus.

an octopus

a squid

The bottom layer of the ocean is cold and black. It is
called the midnight zone because the sun doesn’t reach
below 1,000 meters (3,300 ft.). Some amazing animals
live in this dark part of the ocean!

3

Ask and answer. Work with a
partner. What did you learn?

What lives in the sunlit zone?
Sea turtles
and dolphins.
Yes. Sharks live
there, too!

8 Unit 1
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GRAMMAR 1

VOCABULARY 2

1

Have to, must, can’t, and don’t TR: 1.3
We have to keep the oceans clean.
We must protect the oceans.

Listen and repeat. Then read and write. TR: 1.4

You can’t throw trash into the ocean.
Don’t leave food on the beach.

plastic bags
not biodegradable

1

Read and check. Check two right statements and two
wrong statements.
Right
Wrong
1. We must throw plastic bags in the ocean.

oil spill

2. Don’t leave trash in the classroom.

garbage

pollution
a paper bag

3. At home, we have to go to bed late.
1. Oil spills, garbage, and dirty air are examples of

4. In many schools, students can’t use
cell phones in class.

pollution

biodegradable

.

2. Banana peels, plastic bottles, soda cans, old newspapers, boxes,

2

Read and talk. Work in groups of three. Take turns. Talk about rules
at home and at school. Use ideas and words from the list.
clean up
(must)

use cell phones
(can’t)

go to bed
(have to)

play loud music
(don’t)

shout
(don’t)

throw trash
(can’t)

help with chores
(have to)

arrive on time
(must)

help the teacher
(must)

wash the dishes
(have to)

raise your hand
(have to / must)

talk
(can’t / don't)

and broken toys are examples of

.

3. Big ships called tankers transport oil across the ocean. When they have
an accident and oil escapes, the result is an
4. Paper is

. With time, it disappears.

5.

2

.

bottles and bags are not biodegradable.

Listen, talk, and stick. Work with a partner. TR: 1.5
Oil spills happen when tankers
have accidents on the ocean.
You’re right!

Let’s talk about
rules at home.

1

We must clean
up at home.
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GRAMMAR 2

SONG

1

Future with will and won’t TR: 1.6
What will happen in the future?

1

Sea animals and plants will disappear.
We won’t have as much food as we need.

Play a game. Work with a partner. Cut out
the cards in the back of the book. Place them
facedown in a pile. Ask and answer the questions,
using will or won’t.

Listen, read, and sing. TR: 1.7

Protect the Seas
Please, please protect the seas.
Put good deeds into motion.
Help save the oceans.

Heads =
1 space

We must protect
the wonders of the seas,
to make a better world
for you and me.

Tails =
2 spaces

We must stop polluting
the ocean blue.
An octopus would like that,
and so would you.

START

FINISH

THE SOUNDS OF ENGLISH

TR: 1.8

shark
What will happen
to the plastic bag?

2

It won't disappear.
It will stay in the sea.

Listen and say. Listen for the
underlined sound. Then say the word.
1. star

4. garbage

2. shark

5. park

3. large

6. guitar
13
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READING
1

MISSION

Protect the oceans.

Listen and read. TR: 1.9

Colorful Corals
Corals look like a colorful garden
under the water. But corals are not
plants! They’re animals.
What’s for dinner? Each coral is

made up of small animals called polyps.
Polyps have a mouth, stomach, and
tentacles to catch food. Many polyps
live in the sunlit zone, where they eat
small plants called algae.

tentacle

Think. Pair. Share.

mouth

• What will our oceans be
like in 20 years?

stomach

• Why must we protect our
oceans?
• What can we do to help?

What’s a coral reef? Most corals

live together. As old corals die, new
polyps grow on top. That’s how you get a coral reef. Some coral
reefs are millions of years old, and they’re home to more than 4,000
kinds of fish!
Save the reefs! Coral reefs are amazing resources. They’re

important for tourism and jobs. Scientists use reef animals to make
new medicines and other products. Coral reefs are a source of food,
too. But coral reefs are in danger. Because of pollution, many coral
reefs are disappearing. Some people say that only 30 percent of
the world’s corals will exist in the year 2050. We must protect our
corals now.

2

The Great Barrier
Reef is over 2,250 km
(1,400 mi) long!
You can see it from
outer space!

Ask and answer. Work with a partner.
What did you learn?

Okinawa, Japan

That corals are animals!
What did you learn?

Sipadan Island, Malaysia
That coral reefs are in danger.

drop of water you drink, every breath you take, you’re connected
“toWiththeevery
ocean — no matter where on Earth you live. Taking care of the ocean
means taking care of us.
”

Dr. Sylvia Earle, Oceanographer, National Geographic Explorer
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7 Levels CEFR Pre-A1 to B1
True Beginner to Pre-Intermediate
American and British English
Up to 6 Teaching Hours/Week

7 Levels CEFR Pre-A1 to A2+
True Beginner to Elementary/High Beginner
American English
Up to 3 Teaching Hours/Week

AMERICAN ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

FOR STUDENTS
LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student’s Book

9780357038239

9780357036990

9780357037003

9780357037010

9780357037027

9780357037034

9780357037041

9780357373231

9780357373453

9780357373460

9780357373477

9780357373484

9780357373491

9780357373507

Student’s Book

9781337613569

9780357031957

9780357031964

9780357031995

9780357031971

9780357031988

9780357032008

Student’s Book with Online Practice

Student’s Book with Online Practice

9780357373514

9780357373521

9780357373538

9780357373545

9780357373552

9780357373569

9780357373576

Student's eBook Printed Access Code

9780357733561

9780357733578

9780357733585

9780357733592

9780357733608

9780357733615

9780357733622

9780357643082

9780357643099

9780357643105

9780357643112

9780357643129

9780357643136

9780357643143

9780357049532

9780357049525

9780357049471

9780357049488

9780357049495

9780357049518

9780357049501

N/A

9780357037331

9780357037355

9780357037348

9780357037379

9780357037362

9780357037386

Student's eBook Printed Access Code

9780357733493

9780357733509

9780357733516

9780357733523

9780357733530

9780357733547

9780357733554

Student's eBook Electronic Access Code

Student's eBook Electronic Access Code

9780357641989

9780357641996

9780357642009

9780357642016

9780357642023

9780357642030

9780357642047

Workbook

Workbook
Grammar Workbook
ABC Book
Phonics Book
Online Practice Printed Access Code

9780357032350

9780357032367

9780357032374

9780357032381

9780357032398

9780357032404

9780357032411

Grammar Workbook

N/A

9780357036877

9780357036884

9780357036891

9780357036907

9780357036914

9780357036921

ABC Book

9780357105474

Phonics Book

9780357040270

9780357040287

9780357040294

9780357039496

9780357039502

9780357039519

9780357039526

N/A

9780357040270

9780357040287

9780357040294

9780357427217

9780357427224

9780357427231

9780357427248

9780357427255

9780357427262

9780357427279

9780357039557

Online Practice Electronic Access Code

9780357436912

9780357427156

9780357427163

9780357427170

9780357427187

9780357427194

9780357427200

9780357102602

9780357049983

9780357049969

9780357049945

9780357102619

9780357102633

9780357102657

9780357049990

9780357049976

9780357049952

9780357049938

9780357102626

9780357102640

9780357102664

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD

9780357438527

9780357049808

9780357049815

9780357049822

9780357049839

9780357049846

9780357049853

9780357049860

9780357049877

9780357049884

9780357049891

9780357049907

9780357049914

9780357049921

9780357105528

9780357105535

N/A
9780357039533

9780357039540

N/A

Online Practice Printed Access Code

N/A

N/A

9780357105474

Online Practice Electronic Access Code

9780357036716

9780357036723

9780357036730

9780357036747

9780357036754

9780357036761

9780357036778

A Combo Split

A Combo Split

9780357036570

9780357036594

9780357036617

9780357036631

9780357036655

9780357036679

9780357036693

B Combo Split
FOR TEACHERS

B Combo Split

9780357036587

9780357036600

9780357036624

9780357036648

9780357036662

9780357036686

9780357036709

FOR TEACHERS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD

9780357034231

9780357034248

9780357034255

9780357034279

9780357034286

9780357034293

9780357034309

Classroom Presentation Tool

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357036099

9780357036105

9780357036112

9780357036129

9780357036136

9780357036143

9780357036150

Flashcards

9780357104873

9780357435946

9780357436851

9780357436882

Posters

9780357039427

9780357105498

9780357105504

9780357105511

Flashcards

9780357104873

9780357036846

9780357036853

9780357036860

Posters

9780357039427

9780357039458

9780357039434

9780357039441

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs

N/A

N/A
9780357039472

9780357040379

ExamView Assessment Suite

9780357039465

9780357039489

ExamView Assessment Suite

N/A

Learning Management System

Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site

Learning Management System

Professional Development Program

Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com

Professional Development Program

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs

N/A

N/A

N/A

9780357040379

9780357105542

N/A

Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site
Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com
Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

BRITISH ENGLISH
FOR STUDENTS

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Student’s Book

9780357032077

9780357032060

9780357032053

9780357032046

9780357032039

9780357032022

9780357032015

Student's eBook Printed Access Code

9780357647776

9780357647783

9780357647790

9780357647806

9780357647813

9780357647820

9780357642641

Student's eBook Electronic Access Code

9780357642580

9780357642597

9780357642603

9780357642610

9780357642627

9780357642634

9780357642641

Workbook

9780357105344

9780357105337

9780357105320

9780357105313

9780357105306

9780357105290

9780357105283

Workbook with Online Practice

9780357373583

9780357373590

9780357373606

9780357373613

9780357373620

9780357373637

9780357373644

N/A

9780357037270

9780357037287

9780357037294

9780357037300

9780357037317

9780357037324

N/A

9780357103524

9780357103531

9780357103548

Online Practice Printed Access Code

9780357108116

9780357108109

9780357108093

9780357108086

9780357108079

9780357108062

9780357108055

Online Practice Electronic Access Code

9780357108185

9780357108178

9780357108161

9780357108154

9780357108147

9780357108130

9780357108123

A Combo Split

9780357039977

9780357039991

9780357040010

9780357040034

9780357040065

9780357040072

9780357040096

B Combo Split

9780357039984

9780357040003

9780357040027

9780357040041

9780357040058

9780357040089

9780357040102

Grammar Workbook
ABC Book
Phonics Book

FOR TEACHERS

9780357418956

N/A
N/A

STARTER

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

Lesson Planner with Student’s Book Audio CD and DVD

9780357045060

9780357045008

9780357045015

9780357045022

9780357045039

9780357045046

9780357045053

Classroom Presentation Tool

9780357039908

9780357039915

9780357039922

9780357039939

9780357039946

9780357039953

9780357039960

Flashcards

9780357104507

9780357104576

9780357104583

9780357104590

Posters

9780357104767

9780357104774

9780357104781

9780357104798

Phonics Teacher’s Guide with Audio CDs
ExamView Assessment Suite
Learning Management System
Professional Development Programme

N/A

N/A
9780357104804

9780357103562

9780357104811

9780357104828

N/A

Available online on Teacher’s Companion Site
Available for Online Practice users at learn.ELTNGL.com
Available online at ELTNGL.com/OurWorldPD

For more information, contact your local National Geographic Learning representative at ELTNGL.com/repfinder
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